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- Background -

L383N - German: le̱ ·ben ("LIFE")
Who are we?
We are two. Voice and Instruments.
What´s it like?
We grew up in the 80ies - that´s more or less the nostalgic point of view. Though we use modern
technology our influence can be distinctively heard all over our songs. We prospered in a time
before the net.
What´s our point?
We have depth. We have color. Born in darkness we head towards the light.
„As long as we have trust, as long as we have faith, we will be strong and we will be invincible“

Music-Postman® wrote:
„L383N delivers a sensible mixture 80ies-vibe synth tracks together with a highly charismatic and
expressive vocalist. The message is clear: We have to move on as a species on the spiritual path and
cultivate the virtues of honour, humility and forgiveness or face extinction. That´s for the one who reads
between the lines.“

- BIO -

„L383N“ is the collaboration of producer / songwriter / synth-mastermind Armin Doerfler
(www.armindoerfler.com) and vocalist Hans Wutzas. They met in Munich in the early 1990ies
and worked together on different projects ranging from theatrical production to Alternative /
ProgressiveRock.

Inspired by new wave classics like Ultravox and Gary Numan „L383N“ takes the tonal heritage
of that era and contraposes it with the red-hot subject of our times:
The post-industrial world of pure profit-oriented thinking vs. the holistic and ethical scope of
mind of the growing spiritual evolution. A change which is inevitable for the survival of
humanity.
„Act One“ is the story of a man facing the different stages of spiritual progression and all his
obstacles. Uplifting and motivating for the one who follows his own path.

Debut album: „Act One“
Overview

Track 01 - Prologue
Track 02 - Resurrection
Track 03 - With You
Track 04 - 10.000 Arrows
Track 05 - Leben
Track 06 - Let Me Go
Track 07 - A New Hope
Track 08 - Why Carry On
Track 09 - A New Path
Track 10 - Love Is Life
Track 11 - More Than This
Track 12 - The Living Land
Track 13 - Epilogue
Total running time: >69 Minuten

Label: not signed
Initial Release: 17-11-2017
Aggregator: none
Style: Synthpop, Synthwave, Retrowave (File under „EDM“ or „Electronica“)
„As long as we have trust, as long as we have faith“ are lines from the 2017 synthpop debut
album „Act One“ of Munich based duo „L383N“. For certain, these songs are more than simple
pop tunes: Catchy synth tracks with clearly retro-influenced sound design work and
charismatic vocals carry the essence of the next evolutionary step of humankind - the path of
spiritual progression.
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Debut album: „Act One“
32 page Digital Artwork Booklet

Digital and Social Media networking:
Artist-website:

YouTube-Channel: active

www.L383N.com

Facebook-Group: active

Twitter:

Bandcamp:

Instagram: active

https://l383n.bandcamp.com

Booking:

press@L383N.com

